Kz400 bobber

Discussion in ' Old's Cool ' started by jgrady , Jul 7, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Sponsor
News! Check it out today. Too tired to give a history tonight, here are some pics. Will post a
more "wordy" reply tomorrow. Super crowded garage Old fart , Jul 7, Nice pipe work, pity you
couldn't have sloted the axle plates into the tubes just to finish it off perfectly. The original
diameter of the rear axle plates was something like 7. If we did notch the tubes and slid the
plates into them this would have have this dimension almost a 0. Well here is to another build
thread Where to begin.. So the last couple days I was buying stuff from Harbor Freight, I know
that sounds lame but let me explain. I was reading the reviews regarding their welding cart and
service cart and people said that they were made well and did a good job. So that took a day to
deal with, and then another day to put them both together, and then finally today I got to take
the engine apart. It was very important to get the welding cart ready to go, because I plan on
using the MIG a bunch on this build. So today, after riding my XLR out to the hardware store to
get new nuts and bolts for the welding cart old ones were Chinese and crappy I took the engine
out of the frame and started taking apart he top end. I stopped at the cylinder, because I could
not get it off of the bottom end. I have to go through the service manual and see exactly how it
comes apart. Once some people chime in and let me know their thoughts on the state of the
head, cam and rockers, this will then sway my decision on what to do with the top end in
regards to machining. Here are the pics: The delay in my progress: Thoughts please So my
friend came over today when I got out of the hospital. We continued on the engine dismantle. I
emailed mcma last night and he offered a great way to remove the cylinder, so I did. We finished
breaking the engine down and right now it looks like this Main cap with bearings This is the oil
screen in the bottom half of the case, not a spec in it! No scores on marks on the cylinder walls,
probably need a hone, hopefully that's all, but we'll see Once that is done I am going to give
Engine Dynamics a call, and see what they can do with this pile of parts. I am going to test the
head thanks mcma , and see what that has to show. But you never know So yeah, the fins of the
head, cylinder and rocker and rocker cover will be sand blasted and then washed in the parts
washer. Then the two case halves will be cleaned in the parts washer. Once I establish all the
parts that I will need to buy, the engine will be painted and then reassembled. I still need to buy
a tank, seat, bars, battery box and electronics box, chain, sprockets, main bearings, internal
engine chains, etc Let me know what you all think and Thanks, Jack. ADV Sponsors. When I
was removing the pistons there was a bunch of side to side play in the connecting rods on the
crank. This got me worried because I did not have the manual in front of me to see exactly how
much play is normal. Plus I wanted to strip this thing down and do a good thorough cleaning
and painting. I think that the engine had 14, miles so I agree that this was probably
unnecessary. But I'm bored, and think that this stuff is cool. Plus now it's a challenge to see if I
can put it all back together correctly. The claw hammer was for beating the 2x4 against the
cases to remove the case bolts. There are these thin round pieces of metal rings in between the
clutch plates, I have to look that up to see exactly what those things are. Off to the hospital now
for some BS meeting and then to the welding place for some gas, and then to BSC cycles
custom European cycle shop by me to pick up my new electronic ignition. Last night my friend
came over and we built another wooden shelf for my garage. I had no place to put all of these
parts that I was accumulating from tearing down this bike. And from the last build, I learned my
lesson about being organized, so this time around I am going to try a little better about keeping
track of things. So once we got the shelf done, I started to baggie and box up all the parts and
place them on the new parts shelf. I also put the cylinder, pistons and head in the parts washer
and cleaned them off as best as I could. I talked to the guy on the phone last night and he said
that I should have them back in about weeks from now. Which is fine with me because I can
clean and then reassemble the bottom end while I am waiting. I think that I am going to reuse
the main bearings so I don't think I am going to buy new ones. So right now here is my
checklist: 1. Order seat, bars, battery and electronics box, tires, brake pads and shoes 2. Cut off
all the un-used tabs on the frame 3. Order CR carb 4. New intake 5. Fab jockey shift and foot
clutch 6. Finish wheels, sand or wire wheel spokes and get those powder coated 8. Get gas for
welder 9. No experience with it, but we'll see how it goes! I was thinking about ordering all the
piston rings standard 63mm , engine gaskets, head gasket, base gasket, etc However for this
bike, the KZD, the head gasket is not available anymore. Can I use a head gasket? Or will this
cause a mess to happen? I am at a loss. The only place that I have found so far with parts is
kawasakipartshouse. I don't know, I wish I knew more about these bikes, but I am sure that I will
once this build is over! MeRide , Jan 21, Try babbitsonline. They have a parts fiche for Kawi's
and I've had good experiences with them as a vendor. There is an early model gasket and a later
model gasket but I don't know what's different just that there is a difference. I'm too tired to
figure it out at the moment. The problem was that they leaked oil usually not compression. They
solved the problem in 78 when they redesigned the engine to have an external oil line to oil the

topend. Truly, isn't that kind of like putting together a Yugo drift car? Good luck to you, I admire
your mechanical skills and energy, and I'll be watching to see how it turns out although I feel it's
kinda like watching a car wreck. I hope to have this thing back together by the end of next week.
There are only two of the four screws holding the oil sump pan thing in plce, I had to drill out
the other two screw, and I did it crooked. Will this be okay? It seems tight and does not move.
Dusting off an old thread How'd it turn out? I'm doing a cafe conversion on a 78 KZ now. Mine
does not have those cam "shells". I wonder if those are stock, or if they were a repair for a
previously spun cam? Beezer , Nov 4, I did something similar a couple years ago except I went
Dual Sport You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be.
My password: Forgot your password? The said i loved it. Then when I turned three they got me
my first dirt bike, a little Yamaha PW50 with training wheels. I remember riding that bike all the
time. I tore up a lot of grass in my parents yard too. Then my sister was born and I remember my
parents would take us for long motorcycle rides. My sister would fall asleep almost every time.
And we would ride on. As I got older I have always loved being around motorcycle but specially
old school bobber and choppers. When I was old enough I got my motorcycle license and it was
on!! I went to tech. A family member of mine, Tony Cain owner of The Motorcycle Shop, would
let me practice painting on extra tanks and fenders for practice and to this day 14 years ago
some of the tanks are still hanging in his shop. I was all about the bike shop and biker life style.
Years later, I wanted to start my own business building and painting kustom motorcycles and
hot rods. I had seen through the years how much money shops that I worked for were making
off of my work. I wanted to put that money in my pocket. I have built a good many of bikes over
the years. I took the bike in on trade for some paint work. The bike was very rough and had seen
better days but I had a vision and saw that the old bike would be a good build. The first thing
was striping the bike down to see what we had. Then came time to hard tail the back of the
frame. The back of the frame was all hand made, not bought. Then I started making different
kustom parts for it. The head light is a unity spot light with a Harley-Davidson air cleaner cover
for the headlights cover. Tail light was a vintage carburettor that I built and turned into a tail
light, The kicker to start the bike was a hand grenade. Took a small vintage filling cabinet turned
it into a saddle bag. Took a sprocket cut it in half and use it for the foot pegs. Used a vintage
glass tractor fuel filter for feel filter. Mounted a bottle opener on side of motor case, z bars, with
a kustom red metal flake house of color paint jobs. My advice to anyone interested in their own
Kawasaki KZ bobber project? Go at it percent. Youngblood Kustomz is located in Busford, GA.
They specialize in custom painted graphics to match factory paint, auto collision, and custom
fabrication work. They can do one off parts for just about anything you can thing of, and
everything from accessorizing to ground up restoration. I am currently building a kz ltd. I am
having some reason issues with my carbs. Now i thought that maybe i was getting too much air
but after checking the spark plugs there are pretty black so i am getting too much fuel. You
should try contacting the builder directly, Dani. You may have to change the size of the Jets or
adjust your mixture screw. Your email address will not be published. Yes, add me to your
mailing list. The Motorcycle is a Kawasaki KZ bobber. A lot of other small details. Pics by Leon
Millette Photography Get the best of biker Metric directly in your inbox, once a week, every
week. Adrian S. Next: what the highway means to me. Adrian S November 8, at pm. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Those of us who reside in the
Northern Hemisphere share the misfortune of being more than mere acquaintances with nearly
perpetual winter, unlike our southern friends living in areas that are much less susceptible to
inclement weather. But we have endured! A resourceful bunch, we have made the best of these
trying times by tinkering away in our garages. But not all of us are so lucky. Garages are a rare
commodity for most people, and even those who may have one still find themselves in
situations that force them to become even more resourceful by venturing into more unsavory
spaces, like a basement. And since Peter lives in Minnesota, this becomes a major problem
come winter. As Peter says, he needed to escape the Minnesota cold. He could only go there
during summer break, as he was still in college, about an hour away. College created another
obstacle. The budget also steered Peter toward this particular Kawasaki. Even before the
purchase, Peter knew he wanted to hardtail whatever he got, so he first stripped the KZ and
chopped the rear subframe. Once completed, Peter was ready to weld on his fabbed hardtail.
But welding it on was one thing. Actually making the damn thing was a whole other story. Peter
ultimately wanted to attain a chopper-style build, and he was already well on his way there by
going rigid. To actually get there, Peter chopped as many parts as possible. He also relocated
the battery by mounting the modified box to the cross tube on the bottom of the frame. This
consequently lowered the center of gravity, too, improving handling. But that changed upon
learning that the front brake was locked up and the carbs ran a little rough. Peter described this
as an opportunity. For the carb, he made and bent one so it would bolt properly to the frame. He

also bent a license plate bracket so it would install around the rear axle before securing it with
the axle nut and screwing the plate to the mount. While Peter found a mounting hole on the fork
to bolt the caliper to, he had to make another bracket that bolts into one of the stock caliper
mounting holes. At t
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his juncture, much more assembling needed to be done, but the fall semester was about to
begin. So Peter put the build on hold and went back to college. Soon but not soon enough ,
Peter returned and was ready to resume his work. But this time, there would be no garage.
There, Peter realized he needed a new rear fender. Peter cleaned out the wiring in the basement,
too. Luckily, it seems as though Peter may never have to work in that or any basement again.
Now graduated and employed, Peter is looking for a house of his ownâ€”with a heated garage. I
would work in there again if I had to. Pete and his KZ seek refuge in the basement. Steven
Blackburn February 15, Share on facebook. Share on twitter. Share on email. Share on linkedin.
Share on pinterest. Share on facebook Facebook. Share on twitter Twitter. Share on email Email.
Share on linkedin LinkedIn. Budget-built Yamaha Bolt Emulate the best without breaking the
bank. All rights reserved. Hey, Wait! Before you go, shoot us your email.

